This week the English work is based
around the book Elmer.
Y1 ENGLISH TASK week 9– Based around the book
Elmer.
This week your English is slightly different and hopefully
I did read it for you but was unable to
upload it – sorry!!!! Ill try again another

will be fun.
Firstly listen the story.

week.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdyo4ykh2
WA

Tuesday –
Why is Elmer unique?

Monday – What is the story about?

Can you write at least 4 sentences to say my
he is unique.
1.

Can you write some sentences to tell someone who doesn’t know the story what the story is
about. Think of the main points, how does it start, what is the problem and how does it end?

Elmer is……….

Draw a picture of yourself and a friend
form school that you are missing.
How are you the same but also different?

e.g. Elmer is an elephant but not………..

Eg. Kind, helpful
Tall, short

Wednesday – A bit of baking!
I’ve put a recipe to make some Elephant biscuits here – but this is just an idea, if you are creative make some other Elmer inspired sweet treats.
PLEASE send me picture of this as I would love to see what yummy treats you have made and eaten (I’m in school MONDAYS if you want to drop
any down!)
ENGLISH focus – is to read and follow the instructions to make something.

Thursday –
I
hope
you
have
seen
Louisa’s
Gruffalo
I think
is amazing blanket.
so a huge
well done!
Choose any elephant from the book as an inspiration. story
Design– your
ownitpatchwork
Below
is an idea of what
you can do. If are feeling creative and have some material, why not try to sewing pieces together.
English Focus – Label the design.

Rainbow
stripes

Crocodile
skin

Friday – Reading a story

I hope you have seen Louisa’s amazing
reading if the Gruffalo- a super well
done.

Now its your turn – choose your favourite story and read it aloud or act it out!
If you can and want to send it me please do if not just do it for your family.

